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Seattle, WA 98195
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Not the least among the many puzzling features of the fourth book of
Aristotle's Metaphysics is his discussion of the Principle of NonContradiction (hereafter PNC). Even leaving aside the obvious difficulty of determining what his arguments succeed in showing about PNC, we
face the more fundamental problem of figuring out what he takes them to
show. For he proceeds in such a way as to suggest that he is not always
completely clear about what he is up to.
Aristotle seems to be offering arguments in support of PNC. Yet to do
so would be to try to demonstrate something he considers indemonstrable, to prove a first principle, to treat an ultimate explanans as
also an explanandum - and to try to explain it. These maneuvers fly in
the face of the teachings of the Organon, which allow no room for a
demonstration, or proof {apodeixis), of PNC.
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Yet, PNC, like any other first principle, can (indeed, must) be known
to be true. It is not sufficient for a first principle merely to be believed or
accepted or assumed. For the Posterior Analytics tells us that the
premises of a demonstration must be better known than its conclusion.
But if to be known is just to be the conclusion of a demonstrative
syllogism, the doctrine of the Posterior Analytics would seem to be in
trouble. For if all knowledge were demonstrative, a knowable first principle would have to be a demonstrable first principle. There would thus
appear to be a collision between the knowability and the unprovability
of first principles.
Aristotle's solution in the Posterior Analytics is to distinguish between episteme (scientific knowledge) and nous (intuitive intellect). First
principles, such as PNC, are not objects of scientific knowledge - since
they are not demonstrable - but are still known, since they are grasped
by nous.
However unsatisfying we may find this appeal to the deus ex machina
of nous, we must grant, I think, that the Posterior Analytics offers a
coherent (even if ultimately indefensible) account of the knowability of
first principles. But this account does not seem to mesh at all well with
Aristotle's procedure in Metaphysics V, where there is no mention of the
role of nous as a faculty which grasps first principles. Rather, we are
given an elenctic demonstration of PNC (or so it would seem). Indeed,
we are provided with this demonstration by the discipline of First
Philosophy, a general science of which there is no mention, and for
which there seems to be no room, in the Organon.
There would thus seem to be an inconsistency between the Posterior
Analytics and Metaphysics f on the epistemic status of first principles
such as PNC, and the commentators have not missed it. T.H. Irwin1sees
the Metaphysics as rejecting several key ideas developed earlier in the
Organon; Lukasiewicz2 is apparently prepared to find an inconsistency
within Metaphysics f itself, on the grounds that Aristotle there first
states that PNC is unprovable and then attempts to prove it.
Alan Code disagrees with both Irwin and Lukasiewicz. Consider his
dispute with Irwin. On Irwin's account, the Metaphysics agrees with the
Organon in holding that PNC is beyond demonstration, but disagrees

1 'Aristotle's Discovery of Metaphysics/ Review of Metaphysics 31 (1977) 210-29
2 'Aristotle on the Law of Contradiction,' in Barnes, Schofield, and Sorabji, eds.,
Articles on Aristotle, vol. 3, Metaphysics (London: Duckworth 1979) 50-62
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with it in allowingthereto be a kindof scientificknowledge(episteme)of
thingsthat are beyond demonstration.This branchof knowledgeis not
one of the Organons departmentalsciences, whose methods are
demonstrative,but the generalscienceof FirstPhilosophy(the study of
being qua being). First Philosophy's method is not demonstration
(apodeixis), but elenctic demonstration. Clearly, then, elenctic
demonstrationcannot be viewed as a species of demonstration,and Irwin does not so view it. Rather,it is a kind of dialecticalargument,proceeding in a refutationalmanner against an interlocutorwhose willingnessto debatehas alreadybeen secured.One might take this to be a
point of agreementbetween the two works, since dialectic (indeed, a
dialecticaltreatmentof first principles)is part of the Organons scheme.
But Irwin notes that dialectic in the Organondepends on beliefs and
It can point us in the directionof first
hence is not episteme-\nd\ic\n%.
it
cannot
them.
but
So, since the Organonholds that
prove
principles,
dialecticdoes not produce knowledgeand the Metaphysicsholds that
elenctic demonstration (= dialectic) does produce knowledge, the
Metaphysicsdoes, after all, contradictthe Organonon this point.
AlthoughCode'scase againstIrwinis elaborateand arguedin detail,
its core is relativelysimple.Irwin'saccounttakesMetaphysicsYto be attemptingto establish,by means of elencticdemonstration,the truthof
PNC. And this is what Code disputes.Accordingto him, what Aristotle
is up to in MetaphysicsV is to prove certainthings about PNC, rather
than to prove (elencticallyor in any other way) PNC itself. What Aristotle wants to prove about PNC is that it is 'thefirmestprincipleof all.'
By this he seems to mean that PNC is indubitable.Everyonebelieves
PNC, Aristotle is maintaining;indeed, no one is even capable of
disbelievingit. To use an older terminology,what Aristotleattemptsto
prove is not that PNC is true, but that it is a Law of Thought.
It cannotbe disputedthatAristotle'saim, at least some of the time, is
directed toward the indubitability of PNC. The argument of V 3
(1005b22-34)thatPNC is the firmestof all principlescertainlyis aimedat
indubitabilityratherthan at truth. For Aristotle is very clear that this
argumentuses PNC in establishingits conclusion,and he is equallyclear
that its conclusionis not PNC but ratherthe propositionthat PNC is the
firmestof all principles(f 4, 1006a4-5).So the argumentof V3 is not an
attemptto prove PNC. The fact that the conclusionof this argumententails that PNC is truedoes not show, as Code quitecorrectlypoints out,
that the argumentcan be construedas a proof of PNC. A proof that q as opposed to a merelysound argumentwith q as a conclusion - must
have as a premisethe 'why'of q. And thereis no 'why'of PNC. PNC, as
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it turns out, is the why' of its own indubitability. PNC itself is the principle which explains why PNC is a Law of Thought.
The argument of f 3 thus becomes absolutely central for Code, since
it is one of the few places where Aristotle is clearly trying to establish
something about PNC rather than arguing for PNC itself. But, as Code
also notes, the argument of f 3 precedes the introduction, at the beginning of f 4, of the notion of an elenctic demonstration. And for Code's
conciliatory effort to be successful, it is the elenctic demonstrations of f
4, not just the 'contrariety'argument of f 3, that must be plausibly construed as supporting the indubitability of PNC. I have some doubts
about this. Code also flirts with the idea that the general science of being
qua being to which these elenctic arguments belong may be plausibly
construed as conforming to the model of the departmental sciences proposed in the Posterior Analytics. I have some doubts about this, as well.
There are, by Kirwan'scount,3 seven of these elenctic demonstrations
in f 4. Aristotle precedes them with some introductory remarks about his
intentions. Some people, he says, assert (i) that it is possible for the same
thing to be and not to be and (ii) that it is possible to believe this
(1005b35-1006a2). These people, presumably, dispute both PNC itself
and the claim that PNC is indubitable. After conceding that we cannot
give a demonstration (1006a9), Aristotle proposes to counter these opponents elenctically, and in that way to 'demonstrate this to be impossible' (1006al2). But what does 'this' refer to? Presumably, what the opponents have asserted to be possible. But they have asserted two things
to be possible; so by 'demonstrating this to be impossible' Aristotle might
mean to demonstrate any of the following:
(a) PNC
(b) The indubitability of PNC
(c) The conjunction of (a) and (b).
Apparently, we will have to look at the arguments themselves to see
what Aristotle's intentions are.

3 Aristotle's Metaphysics, Books V, A, and E (Oxford: Clarendon Press 1971)
93-105, W.D. Ross {Aristotle's Metaphysics, vol. 1 [Oxford: Clarendon Press
1924] 265-8) likewise finds seven 'proofs' in V4, although his divisions of the text
differ slightly from Kirwan's. In the present discussion I follow Kirwan's divisions.
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The conclusions of the arguments (in those cases in which the conclusions are plainly stated) are as follows:
1. 'It could not be that everything was so-and-so and not so-andso' (1006a30-31).
2. (a) 'It is not possible that it should be simultaneously true to say
that the same thing is a man and is not a man' (1006b33-34).
2.(c) 'It is impossible to predicate contradictories simultaneously'
(1007bl8).
5. 'There can be no such thing as simultaneously asserting and denying the same thing truly' (1008a36-bl).
6. 'Nobody is actually in that condition [sc. believing that things
both are and are not in a certain state], neither those who state
this thesis nor anybody else' (1008bl2-13).
Of these five conclusions, only one (argument 6.) is clearly the indubitability thesis. Two are plainly not (1. and 2. [a]), and two can only
be tortured into statements of the indubitability thesis by taking
'predicate'to mean 'believe' (2.[c]) and construing 'asserting and denying'
as 'believing and disbelieving' (5.). But how plausible is such a construal
in a context in which Aristotle explicitly says that people may not believe
the things they say (1005b25-26)?
I doubt that Code wishes to indulge in such tortuous reconstruals.
Nor do I think he would admit that Aristotle has, in f 4, lost sight of his
quarry. For Code seems willing to concede that the elenctic demonstrations are aimed at 'refutfing] somebody who asserts that PNC is false'
(356). He even concedes that 'the conclusion of the elenctic argument is
supposed to be PNC (356). Nevertheless, he says, Aristotle 'is not addressing himself to an audience that needs to be convinced of its truth'
(356). On this showing, Aristotle's method of refuting those who deny
PNC is to offer arguments whose conclusion is PNC, but his purpose in
doing this is to explain to someone who already accepts PNC why he
must accept it. That is, Aristotle offers arguments whose conclusion is
PNC in order to establish that PNC is indubitable.
The peculiarity of this procedure is somewhat masked by one of
Code's formulations of it. Aristotle, he says, 'in showing why I must accept [PNC],. ... is not giving me a reason for accepting it .... He is giving
me a reason why it must be the case that I ... accept it' (356).
There is a clear sense in which one who gives me an argument whose
conclusion is q is giving me a reason why I must accept q, i.e., why I
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should acceptit. But that is the sensein which 'mustaccept'means'have
been given a compellingreason for accepting/ and it is not the sense
which Code requires.He requiresthat 'I must acceptq here means'as a
matterof logicalnecessity,I do (not "should")
acceptq! Butit is less easy
to see how an argumentwhose conclusionis q can be used to establish
that I 'mustaccept q in that sense.
One may thereforehave some reservationswhetherAristotlein f 4 is
so clearlyfocused on the indubitabilityof PNC as Code has suggested.
Still, Code's suggestionis appealing. Aristotle'sgeneral strategy is to
point out that one who deniesPNC is at least committedto the possibility of saying something,i.e., to the possibilityof significantspeech, and
to arguethat in orderto have significantspeech,PNC mustbe accepted.
Butthereis an importantambiguityin this claim. Who mustacceptPNC
in order for a speaker'sspeech to be significant?The speaker?We
theorists? Aristotle's discussion seems to vacillate between these
possibilities. Certainly, we cannot describe the speaker'sspeech as
significantunlesswe think that thereis somethingthat he does mean as
opposed to variousother thingsthat he does not. Our theory of significant speechwould disintegrateif it violated PNC. But must the speaker
also acceptPNC?If he does not, he will be in no positionto say what it is
that he meansas opposed to what it is that he doesn'tmean. But that is
just to say that if he does not acceptPNC, he cannot formulatean adequate theory of his own linguisticsuccess. And it remainsto be shown
that he cannot be successfulas a speakerunless he is successfulas a
theorist.
This point is worth furtherinvestigation,for if it can be resolved,we
may be able to construethe conclusionsof the elencticargumentsas the
opponent'scommitments,and hence as second-orderstatementseven
though they are put forward as first-orderstatements. In this way,
althoughPNC itselfwould be the ostensibleconclusionof some of these
arguments,we may read Aristotleas saying, in effect, 'therefore,as my
opponentplainly assumes,PNC must be true.'The parenthetical'as my
opponentplainlyassumes'is omittedpresumablybecauseit is an implicit
operatorgoverningall of the statementsin the elencticdemonstration.
My inclinationto agree with Code about Aristotle'saims in f 4 is
strengthenedby his compellingcase againstIrwin'salternative.Code is
quitecorrectin pointingout thatAristotle'selencticdemonstrationsseem
to take for granteda numberof thesesconcerningAristotelianessences,
theses which are hardly to be consideredmethodologicallysuitable to
serve as premiseson the basis of which to establishPNC. On the other
hand, since the claim that PNC is indubitableis not a first principleof
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any science, it would seem unobjectionable to appeal to other
metaphysicaltheses in its support.This becomeseven clearerwhen we
recallthat Aristotleannouncesin V3 that one and the samesciencedeals
with both commonaxiomsand with substance.So the thesesconcerning
essences are certainly appropriatepremises to use in attempting to
establishthe indubitabilityof PNC.
I turnnow to my second doubt mentionedabove, viz., whetherit is
plausibleto construe the elenctic argumentsof f 4 as belonging to a
general science of being qua being that conforms to the model of a
sciencepresentedin the PosteriorAnalytics. Code'saccount of the purpose of the elencticdemonstrationscertainlyfits Aristotle'sdescriptionin
f 3 of the subject-matterof First Philosophy. That subject-matterincludes the common axioms, of which PNC is one. And the thesis that
PNC is indubitableascribesto PNC one of its necessary(althoughnonessential)characteristics,as one mightexpecta thesisof a scienceto do.
Butdoes anythingin the PosteriorAnalyticsprepareus for this turn?
That is, is therea basis in Aristotle'sdescriptionof a sciencefor the notion that a sciencemay have one of its axioms (albeitnot one of its proTherewould not seem to be. In
per axioms)as its own subject-matter?
the few passagesin which Aristotlesets out the ingredientsof a science
(or of a scientificdemonstration),and which Code cites, Aristotlementions threethings:a genus, axioms, and attributes(pathe)(76bll-15), or
a genus, axioms, and the conclusionto be proved (to apodeiknumenon
to sumperasma)(75a40).I take his idea to be that a sciencewill establish
certaintheoremsby means of, or from, it first principlesand common
axioms. These theorems will be propositions ascribingnecessary attributes,both essential and non-essential,to the subjectgenus and its
variousspecies.Thereis no suggestionthat the theoremsthemselvesmay
belongto the subjectgenus, in the senseof beingentitieswhose attributes
it is the businessof the sciencein questionto establish.Biology studies
animalsand establishestruthsabout animalsas animals(ratherthan as,
say, physicalobjects).ButAristotledoes not seem to me to be suggesting
that it is also the businessof biology to study truthsabout animals,at
leastnot in the sensein which to do so would be to establishtruthsabout
such truths. Biology is not meta-biology;physics is not meta-physics.
Similarly,it would not seemthat the firstprinciplesof a given scienceare
among the thingsit studiesand whose attributesit establishes.It arrives
at those principlesby examiningspecimensof the various species of its
subjectgenus, and it then uses those principlesin establishingthe attributesof thosespeciesqua speciesof the subjectgenus. I takeit thatit is
in this way that a science'concerns'or is 'about'(peri)its first principles.
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In Posterior Analytics AlO Aristotle says that every demonstrative
science is 'about' (peri) the so-called common axioms (ta koina legomena
axiomata, 76bl4), but he can scarcely mean that these axioms are part of
the subject-matter of every science. Surely frog-ology does not study
PNC! How, then, might one show that First Philosophy's inclusion of the
common axioms as part of its subject-matter conforms to the model of a
science in Posterior Analyticsl
One might suppose that it is because First Philosophy is a science
whose subject is 'the things that are' (ta onto) that First Philosophy may
appropriately study the common axioms. But it is clear that this could
not be Code's reason; for, as he points out (354) the axioms are not onta.
Ontology's justification for studying PNC must be more sophisticated
than this.
Unfortunately, it is not clear to me just what justification Code could
provide. I suspect that he would appeal to the respect in which First
Philosophy studies being - namely, qua being. For he says that to study
being qua being 'is to study the ubiquitous truths about all beings as such'
(354). Since PNC is one of those truths, the study of PNC belongs to the
study of being qua being. But it seems to me that the Posterior Analytics
leaves room only for a study of being qua being which arrives at ubiquitous truths about all beings as such, and not for a study of those
truths.
There is, indeed, a tendency in Code's paper to shift, nearly imperceptibly, between the principles of a science and its subject matter.
Here is an example: '. . . the principles that hold of being qua being are not
part of the subject matter of biology. If something applies to Kermit the
frog qua being, then that something does not apply to Kermit qua frog
...' (353). But the fact that Kermit'sattributes qua being are not the same
as his attributes qua frog shows that metaphysical principles are not
biological principles and that the subject matter of metaphysics is not the
same as the subject matter of biology. It does not show that biology is
not a study of metaphysical principles, or that metaphysics is not a study
of biological principles (although these are both very likely true).
This shift is perhaps fostered by Aristotle's tendency to speak of both
propositions and terms as archai, or principles. A term that is an arche
might be a fundamental attribute of some kind. If such an arche is a
necessary attribute of the subject genus of some science, then that attribute becomes part of the subject matter of the science. But a proposition that is an arche is something else again. Since it is not an attribute, it
will not be a necessary attribute of the genus, and hence will not become
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part of the subject matter of the science. It is part of the study, to be sure,
but not part of what is studied.
I am thus inclined to agree with Irwin that the general science of being
qua being that is developed in Metaphysics f is a radical departure from
the departmental sciences of the Posterior Analytics. For it is selfreflective in a way that they are not. Metaphysics does not just arrive at
general principles, it studies general principles. And its study of general
principles is itself a general one. So metaphysics, uniquely among the
sciences, studies the principles that are shared by all the sciences, and
thereby studies it own principles. The theory of the Posterior Analytics
was a theory about all (first-order) scientific theories; the theory of
Metaphysics f is a theory about all theories, including the theory of
Metaphysics l~.
I shall conclude by mentioning some other issues that Code's paper
raises and some other areas that might be discussed profitably.
It has been observed that Aristotle's argument in P 3 for the indubitability of PNC depends upon the assumption that believing that p
and believing that ~p are contrary states. This, indeed, seems to be the
crucial move in the argument to show that the indubitability of PNC is
established by PNC itself. And one may certainly raise serious questions
about the acceptability of this assumption. Another, less often noted,
feature of Aristotle's argument is that its proper conclusion is not quite
the indubitability of PNC. For PNC is a generalization, and what the
argument shows, if anything, is the indubitability of each instance of that
generalization. That is, Aristotle establishes, for arbitrarily selected object a and predicate G, that
1. everyone believes that ~{Ga & ~Ga).
From 1. it is legitimate to generalize to
2. (V;t)(VF)(everyone believes that ~[Fx & ~Fx]).
But 2. does not assert the indubitability of PNC. That would be
represented by a different formula:
3. everyone believes that (Vx)(VF)~(Fx &~Fx).4

4 Properly speaking, 3. does not express the indubitability of PNC, but merely its
universal acceptance; the correct formulation should be modalized. This complication is irrelevant for present purposes and has therefore been ignored.
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But it is not obvious that 2. entails3., for it is not obvious that one may
legitimatelyimportexternalquantifiersinto a belief context.
Consider,for example, the generalizationthat all of my beliefs are
true.5Now I don'tfor a minutebelievethis. ButalthoughI disbelievethis
generalizationabout my beliefs, thereis no particularbelief of mine (as
Moore'sparadoxremindsus) that I can singleout as false. So thereis an
almost certainlyfalse generalizationthat it is quite rationalfor me to reject, and which I do reject,althoughthereis no instanceof it that I am
even capableof disbelieving.In short:with respectto each of my beliefs,
I believe that each is true;6but I do not believe that all of my beliefsare
true. Here the importationof a foreign quantifierinto a belief context
clearlyfails. Hence it is not obvious that Aristotlecan count on the indubitabilityof every instanceof PNC as a guaranteeof the indubitability
of PNC itself.
Although some commentatorsbrush this troubleaside as 'not very
serious,'71 gatherthat Code would be moreconcerned.Indeed,his view
seems to be that the propertyof PNC that Aristotleis tryingto establish
in the f 3 argument- the propertythatmakesPNC the 'firmestprinciple
of all' - is just the indubitabilityof each of its instances,ratherthan the
indubitability of PNC itself. If so, then on Code's interpretation
Aristotle'sargumentin f 3 does not have to face this difficulty.Butnow
it will be incumbentupon Code to explainhow the dialecticalarguments
of f 4 are relatedto f 3'sdemonstrationthat PNC is the firmestprinciple.
Presumably,Code thinksof f 4'sargumentas subsidiaryto the argument
of f 3, for which they providedialecticalsupport.Butthat interpretation
seems plausibleonly if the propositiondialecticallysupportedin f 4 is
the same one arguedto be indubitablein f 3. And since the dialectical

5 I have found this example useful in discussions of Plato's refutation of Protagoras
in the Theaetetus. I thank Alan Code for pointing out to me its application to the
present case.
6 More precisely, with respect to each proposition, I believe that, if I believe it, it is
true:
(Vp)[I believe that (I believe that p D it is true that p)]. (This is an acceptable
generalization because there is no proposition with respect to which I believe
both that I believe it and that it is false.) But the importation of the quantifier into the belief-context yields a falsehood, since I do not take myself to be an infallible believer, i.e.,
I do not believe that (Vp)(I believe that p D it is true that p).
7 R.M. Dancy, Sense and Contradiction: A Study in Aristotle (Dordrecht: D.
Reidel 1975), 4
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argumentsof f 4 seem to have PNC as theirconclusion, there is some
reason to suspect that the argumentof f 3 is, after all, intended to
establishthe indubitabilityof PNC, and not just the indubitabilityof
each of its instances.But then, by the same token, the argumentof f 3
will have to confrontthe objectionthat it has illicitlysmuggleda pair of
quantifiersacross an epistemicborder.
Finally,one of Code'sobjectionsto Irwin'sinterpretationof f 4 is that
it misdescribesthe premisesof elencticdemonstrations:they are not pretheoreticaltruismsthat no one can rationallyreject. Rather,Code tells
us, they involve a substantialcommitmentto Aristotelianessentialism.
Thiscriticisminvitesseveralquestions.1. Does the use of the languageof
substantialessences,in the formof suchexpressionsas to anthropoieinai
('theessence of man')show that Aristotleis using theses of Aristotelian
essentialismas premisesin his elenctic demonstrationsof PNC? 2. If
Aristotleis using such specialmetaphysicalthesesas premises,does this
discredithis demonstrationsof generalmetaphysicalprinciples?3. Why
does Aristotlethink (if, indeed,he does think)that an elencticdefenseof
PNC need only considerinstancesof PNC involvingessentialattributes?
I put thesequestionsforwardfor furtherdiscussion,for I believethat
they will have to be dealtwith in any adequatetreatmentof Code'sinterpretation.I have no answersto offerat present,but only suggestionsand
warnings.Re 1.: The presenceof the languageof essentialismneed not
automaticallysignalan appealto the metaphysicalbaggageof Aristotle's
special theory. Aristotlecharacterizesthe elencticdemonstrationshe is
about to give as attemptsto derivethe consequencesof the fact that one
who disputesPNC must at least say something(1006all-13). But even
one who says somethingwithout actuallyassertingor denyinganything
(andhencewithout betrayinga commitmentto PNC) mustat least utter
a meaningfulterm (onoma, 1006a30).But what the termmeansis being
this or not being this. So the very utteranceof a meaningfultermcarries
with it a commitmentto something'sbeing(as opposedto not being)soand-so. The expressionto anthropoieinai is introduced(1006a33)for
whateverit is that the term'man'means. More informativelywe might
say that 'man'means two-footed animal (zoon dipoun, 1006a32). But
then, since two-footed animal = being a man, one who utters 'man,'
meaningby it two-footedanimal,is committedto sucha thingas beinga
man. Nothing specialneed be assumedabout the status of to anthropoi
einai; it is just whateverthe term'man'signifies.
Unfortunately,this attemptto absolve Aristotleof the chargeof appealing to his own essentialismin behalf of more generalmetaphysical
principlescannot go very far. For one thing, it leaves Aristotlewith an
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argument that appears to equivocate between the 'is' of assertion and the
'is' of predication. For another, even if it works with the arguments at
100a31-b34 (Kirwan's 2.(3]), it stands little chance of success with the
argument of 1007a20-bl8 (Kirwan's2.[c]) where it is argued that denying
PNC involves doing away with essential predication, which in turn leads
to an infinite regress. Here the appeal to special theses about substances
and essential predication seems inescapable.
Re 2. and 3.: Aristotle appeals to the principle that anthropos semainei hen ('man' means one thing) in his elenctic demonstration of the
instance of PNC involving the substance-predicate 'man.' Is this
generalizable to other types of predicate? Could we substitute leukon for
anthropos and prove an instance of PNC involving the quality-predicate
'pale'? If so, what are we to make of the exclusive appeal to substancepredicates and to such entities as to anthrbpbi einail No doubt one may
respond that every predicate is, on Aristotle's account, essential to some
subject {pale is accidental to Callias but essential to the pale thing that
'coincides' with Callias). But an adequate response must go further than
this, for PNC should establish not just the impossibility of the pale
thing's being both pale and not pale, but the impossibility of Callias's being both pale and not pale. Until we can answer such questions as these,
we will not have completely understood Aristotle's intentions in his
'defense' of this most fundamental of all principles of human reason.
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